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Integral formulations can be convenient for computing eddy currents in complicated electromagnetic systems. However,
large-scale problems may quickly exceed the memory capacity even of very large machines, since the matrices are fully populated.
We aim at illustrating how H-matrices with adaptive cross approximation can provide an effective method to increase the size of
the largest solvable problems by means of boundary element methods based on stream functions with modest implementation effort.
The method is first validated on a benchmark problem for which an analytical solution is available and then applied to a complex
problem of engineering interest related to the computation of the currents induced in the stabilizing shell of a nuclear fusion device.
Index Terms— Adaptive cross approximation (ACA), eddy current problems, hierarchical matrix arithmetics, integral methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

INTEGRAL formulations can be convenient for
computing eddy currents in complicated electromagnetic
systems, consisting of many interconnected parts or
components, since they do not require the discretization
of non-conducting subdomains. However, the inclusion of fine
geometrical details may easily lead to impractical memory
and computational time requirements if the problem is not
carefully addressed, since integral formulations require the
storage of fully populated matrices. In this case, the matrix
size scales as n 2 , where n is the number of unknowns, and
its inversion has a computational cost of the order of n 3 for
both direct and iterative solvers.
Therefore, to be able to solve realistic problems it is
necessary to compress these matrices with suitable techniques.
Maybe, among others, the fast multiple method (FMM) [1]
is the most popular one for both low- and high-frequency
problems. A more recent approach for integral operators
with asymptotically smooth kernels is based on the adaptive
cross approximation (ACA) coupled with hierarchical matrix
(H-matrix) arithmetics [2].
In this paper, we aim at illustrating how H-matrices
with ACA can provide an effective method to increase the
size of the largest solvable problems by means of integral formulations with the modest implementation effort.
We refer to the formulation implemented in the electromagnetic code CAFE [3]. In contrast to other Boundary Element
Method (BEM) formulations, it is based on stream functions [4] and features also non-local equations whose influence
on the ACA sparsification, as far as we know, is not yet
documented in the literature. The validity of the method is first
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Fig. 1.
(a) RFX-mod, a toroidal magnetic confinement fusion device.
(b) Exploded view of RFX-mod stabilizing shell (3 mm copper shell).

demonstrated on a simple benchmark problem for which an
analytical solution is available and then applied to a complex
problem of engineering interest for which other sparsification
approaches have been applied in the past [5]. Here, we focus
on the computation of the current induced in the thin copper
shell surrounding the plasma in a nuclear fusion device,
RFX-mod (see Fig. 1).
II. I NTEGRAL F ORMULATION
N
The mesh is formed by N nodes {Ni }i=1
, E edges
E
P
{E j } j =1 , and P polygons {Pk }k=1 . The elements of the
primal cell complex K are defined as rectangular prisms
P
constructed by considering the polygons with a
{v i }i=1
E
thickness δ [see Fig. 2(a)]. Faces { f i }i=1
are defined as the
lateral faces of the prisms (one-to-one with the mesh edges),
N
are those normal to the symmetry plane
and edges {ei }i=1
(one-to-one with the mesh nodes) [see Fig. 2(a)]. Then, the
dual nodes ñ, dual edges ẽ, and dual faces f˜ belonging
to the dual complex K̃ are constructed with the standard
barycentric subdivision [see Fig. 2(b)]. We consider the
incidence matrices C between pairs ( f, e) and C̃ between
pairs ( f˜, ẽ), in regard to which C̃ = CT holds.
The current 2-cochain I can be expressed by

I = CT + Hi
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Fig. 2. Association of physical variables to geometric elements of (a) primal
and (b) dual complexes.

where T is the current potential 1-cochain and i is an array of
independent currents; the columns of H store the representatives of H 2(K − ∂K) generators [3] used to treat topologically
non-trivial domains.
Then, the discrete Faraday’s law is enforced
˜ = −i ωCT Ãs
CT Ũ + i ω

(2)

˜ is
where Ũ is the electromotive force on dual edges, 
the magnetic flux produced only by the eddy currents on
dual faces, and Ãs is the circulation on dual edges of the
magnetic vector potential due to the integral sources. The two
constitutive laws are expressed in the discrete setting as
Ũ = RI and Ã = MI
where R and M are the classical resistance mass matrix
the magnetic matrix [4], respectively.
˜ = CT Ã inside (2)
By substituting (1), (3), and 
considering also non-local Faraday’s laws, enforced
H1(K̃)  H 2 (K − ∂K) generators, one gets [3]
 
 T
 T 
C KC CT KH T
C Ãs
= −i ω
T
T
i
H KC H KH
HT Ãs

(3)
and
and
on

(4)

where K = R + i ωM. The matrix blocks Aij are defined as


  T
A11 A12
C KC CT KH
A=
.
(5)
=
A21 A22
HT KC HT KH
For problems of practical interest the square block A11 has
a number of rows which is in the order of 103 times larger
than the number of rows of the square block A22 , with typical
values in the order of 105 for the former and 102 for the
latter. For this reason, and for the particular global meaning
of the i unknown, only the square block A11 will be subject
to sparsification.
III. S PARSIFICATION VIA A DAPTIVE C ROSS
A PPROXIMATION AND H-M ATRICES
The most popular approach for the sparsification of matrices
arising from the discretization of integral operators is probably FMM. In contrast to this method, in which the kernel is

approximated by a sum of spherical multipole functions, the
ACA generates low-rank approximations of far-field blocks
directly from the entries of the original matrix without any
need to modify the existing, robust, well-documented code.
In this respect, the method is unobtrusive and extremely
programmer friendly. The method works as follows. In a
first step, the degrees of freedom are partitioned and clustered according to a geometrical criterion. Then, each cluster
pair σ, τ , corresponding to the sub matrix A(σ,τ ) is tested
against the admissibility criterion min{diam(σ ), diam(τ )} ≤
ηdist(σ, τ ), where diam(σ ) and diam(τ ) are the cluster
diameters, dist(σ, τ ) is the distance between the clusters and
η the admissibility parameter. If the cluster pair satisfies
the criterion, the corresponding matrix block belongs to the
far-field; otherwise, the clusters are halved and the procedure is
applied recursively until the number of elements is larger than
a specified threshold. The matrix blocks are then stored with
a hierarchical H-matrix structure. The near-field submatrices
are calculated exactly, whereas the far-field interactions are
approximated with the ACA technique.
In principle, if the singular value decomposition is applied
to W in Rm×n , that represents a far-field interaction, only a few
singular values are needed to represent the matrix, obtaining
the low-rank approximation W̃k
W̃ − W̃k  F ≤ W̃ F

(6)

where k < m, n is the number of singular values used to
represent M̃,
is a specified accuracy, and  •  F is the
Frobenius norm. The low-rank approximation can be obtained
in a smarter way [6] without the construction of W̃ choosing
a subset of rows and columns, forming a cross, of the matrix
such that
W̃k = UVT , U ∈ Rm×k , V ∈ Rn×k .

(7)

Since only a few entries of the original matrix are to be
computed, it can be proved that the computational cost, as
well as the memory, of the matrix partitioning and the ACA
approximation have linear-logarithmic complexity [7].
Fig. 3 shows the application of H-matrix sparsification with
ACA on one of the test cases chosen to demonstrate the
usefulness of the method.
H-matrix arithmetics can be used to define the inversion
operator or the LU decomposition of the H-matrix. When
Krylov-type solver are used, it is possible to choose a suitable
k  < k to perform an incomplete LU decomposition to be
used as preconditioner. The specific implementation of ACA
within CAFE [3], aiming at the sparsification of the square
block A11 in (4), has been achieved through the H L I Bpr o
library [8]. A useful feature of this library is that it natively
supports the assembly of a block H-matrix, where the single
blocks are H-matrices computed by different routines like in
the present case. Furthermore, the library is parallel for both
the construction of the matrix and the solution of the resulting
linear system of equations.
IV. R ESULTS
Two test cases are considered to validate the implementation
in the frequency domain.
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Fig. 5. Trivial case (hollow sphere): error for different values of the accuracy.
Clockwise, from top-left: = [10−4 , 10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 ].
Fig. 3.
Top: example of cluster-tree structure for a given matrix A
(test case 2). Bottom: low-rank approximations obtained from the same
block cluster tree with different values of accuracy. Left:
= 10−12 .
Right: = 10−1 .

Fig. 4.
Trivial case: 3-D numerical results versus reference (analytical)
solution.

1) Trivial Domain (Degrees of Freedoms (DoFs): T): A
spherical shell of infinitesimal thickness (radius a = 1 m
and resistivity ρ = 1 m ) discretized with 120 832 triangles, 181 248 edges, and 60 418 nodes, and subject to
a uniform field [B = 1 T and f = 100 Hz (see Fig. 4)].
2) Non-Trivial Domain (DoFs: T, i): A thin toroidal
copper shell (major radius R = 1.995 m, minor
radius a = 0.5125 m, and thickness δ = 3 mm)
characterized by a poloidal gap, an inner equatorial gap,
and 72 holes [circular or oblong port holes with typical
area A = 150–200 cm2 (see Fig. 7)], discretized with
181 572 triangles, 274 569 edges, and 92 924 nodes, and
subject to a uniform field (B = 1 T and f = 100 Hz).
As far as the first test case is concerned, in which no
generators are present (i.e., the DoFs are only associated
with T) and the whole matrix is sparsified, Fig. 4 shows a

TABLE I
C OMPRESSION AS A F UNCTION OF T HRESHOLD FOR T RIVIAL C ASE
(H OLLOW S PHERE ). F ULL M ATRIX S IZE : 56 Gb. B UILD T IME : 29221 s

Fig. 6.
case 1.

Error (average and standard deviation) versus accuracy

for test

comparison between the analytical solution and the solution
obtained with the presented formulation without sparsification.
This was done in order to verify that the chosen discretization
was not introducing significant errors. Fig. 5 shows the relative
error maps for different values of the parameter. Table I
shows the achievable memory compression ratios and the build
time ratios for different values of the parameter. It can be
noted that, in terms of both memory and time, savings of
over 95% with respect to the full matrix can be achieved with
negligible errors, shown in Fig. 6, for ≤ 10−3 .
The second test case, whose solution (3-D current density
pattern) is shown in Fig. 7, is even more significant since
it highlights the novelty of the presented approach. In this
case, due to the holes in the structure, 74 generators are
needed (i.e., 74 independent currents i are added to the
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Fig. 9.
case 2.
Fig. 7.
Non-trivial case (toroidal structure with 2 gaps and 72 holes).
3-D current density pattern: bigger cones higher values.

Error (average and standard deviation) versus accuracy

for test

previous case partly due to the different structure and partly
due to the presence of the unsparsified blocks.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper illustrates the usefulness of H-matrices with
ACA as an effective method to increase the size of the largest
solvable algebraic systems arising from integral formulations.
Furthermore, for the first time, the technique is applied to
formulations which allow arbitrary topology which results in
block matrices with unsparsifiable blocks. The method is first
validated on a benchmark problem for which an analytical
solution is available and then applied to a complex problem of
engineering interest related to the stabilizing shell of a nuclear
fusion device. In both cases, with full matrices of sizes in the
order of 100 Gb, the savings both in terms of memory and
time exceed 95% of the non-sparsified method with negligible
loss in solution accuracy.
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